LEARNING
ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS FOR UNIVERSITIES
50 Concepts - Competition Finalists

UNIVERSITÉ DE PARAFFECTION
l’Institut de l’Enrichessement de Maison de Chanel
The word ‘university’ derives from the word ‘universitas’, which
means ‘guild’ in Latin. Although now primarily understood as a
guild of scholars, a university could actually be understood as a
guild of any sorts. Université de Paraffection proposes the idea
that bringing together academics and craftsmen studying the
same subject – in this case haute couture techniques – while also
actively making various types of research, tutorials, and archival
pieces open-source available to a wide public, is necessary to
safeguard this specific knowledge and skill. The traditional idea of
artisanal guilds is merged with wthe contemporary understanding
of a university, while ridding the toxic secrecy central to both.
Paraffection, which loosely translates to “for the love of it”, is also
a smoke curtain for its multi-billion euro parent company Chanel.
You did not honestly think those interlocking circles stood for a
harmonious and non-hierarchical marriage between vocational
training and academic study, did you? It is merely the latest – and
most stylish – corporate overhaul of a an educational institution.
Evidently Karl Lagerfeld has decreed that no member shall wear
sweatpants in this university: “Sweatpants are a sign of defeat.
You lost control of your life so you bought some sweatpants.”
TEAM: Stef Dingen
NATIONALITY: Dutch

BRAIN-SURFING
To challenge and rescue each other in the sea of knowledge
In the future, school time will only be 2 hours a day, mostly talking.
With the explosion of internet, substantial portion of knowledge
will be self-learned via Augmented Reality lessons and lecture
videos. “BRAIN-SURFING” is the new typology for future universities.
Students will be sitting on an intelligent chair that scans their brains.
It will pair together knowledgeable and/ or like-minded people
according to their level and interests. Universities will become
the sacred place dedicated only for face-to-face knowledge
exchange. Class will be curated as short and private sessions for
picking your peers’ brains. Every 15 minutes or so a student’s pod
will be mechanically moved to combine with another student’s.
The double-rings configuration shall force students to challenge
as well as rescue a classmate, triggering the motivation to learn
more from each other and at home. Students are constrained
to communicate and perform intellectually as they are assessed
and endorsed by each other. And finally the campus? A dynamic
building with moving pods that transport students along a doublelayered façade will be seen, celebrating the future pillars’ physical
interactions.
BRAIN-SURFING will deliver the ideal balance for virtual and
physical learning.
TEAM: Dennis Cheung, Whitnie Lau, Agnes Kuo, Paul Yau - Studio
Ryte
NATIONALITY: Hong Kong

The knowledge space
Learning for others or for survival
In the year 2596, life is glorious, just like they promised. The
world is fully digitalised, people are numbered, not named and
individuality is lost. The citizens of the authoritarian society live
out lives devoid of passion and creativity, a nation with secret
police and constant observation in order to avoid anything even
remotely resembling individualism. Everyone knows their task and
understands their part in the great purpose. Global warming has
caused huge sea level rises and biotechnology rules, with mega
corporations. The rulers are those with an empty mind- they need
the others for answers.
Most of the books in the world have vanished. The one’s that are
left are locked in the tallest building there is – The Nimbus (“dark
cloud”) that only few people have acces to. The books will disapear
one by one after being read and decanted in the hosts brain
storage unit. No schools or universities exist and there is no need
for education. Except for a hand full of people that THEY belive
can help them maintain power. The building is watched 24/7 as
well as the people inside- it is vital that there be no impediment to
the tasks they must undertake. But they could be more dangerous
that anyone could imagine. They form „The knowledge space” a
space where you exist in what you do.
TEAM: Alina Filipoiu, Anca Dumitrescu, Serban Leafa, Octavian
Cazacu - 441 Design Studio
NATIONALITY: Romanian

THE LABYRINTH CAMPUS
Learning flow and journeys that makes you wander and lose
yourself within.
The Labyrinth Campus speculates on the future of an enhanced
education campus prioritizing the idea of interactivity and
emergence of new networks and models between tertiary learning
environments and industry workplace. It examines the shift in the
centre of gravity in campus design focusing on the potential of
academia and industry, socializing and collaborating together.
The project threads two distinct types of program groups to allow
parallel access to study and work.
The project also explores movement as the main driver for learning
as a programmatic, spatial and formal strategy that sees learning
as a series of ‘learning flows’ investigated through procedural
experiments. It takes its form from the readings and behaviour of
wind systems to create types of learning narratives that overlap
to lead inhabitants on constant movement flow and experiential
learning journeys.
The spatial and network complexity create multiple dead ends
that could facilitate individual discovery and a series of knowledge
exchange spaces; becoming key social functions of the campus that
spill over from different programs at multiple layers and conditions.
The design forms an intriguing silhouette, a recognizable collection
of buildings which forms a formal fracture in the landscape that
produces vibrant learning and civic environments.
TEAM: Jocelyn, TAY - RMIT University
NATIONALITY: Malaysian Chinese

THE MARKETPLACE OF IDEAS
Education widespread in the city
In their broader meaning Universities are places where people
meet and exchange knowledge.
Their open character is denied by the strict procedures and fixed
layout defining contemporary learning spaces.
This contradiction sets the need to rethink the image of University:
Does it need to be enclosed by walls?
Should it be a condensed unity or rather a scattered entity?
The Marketplace of Ideas defines a new vision for learning spaces
by combining the organisation of the local market with the
educational purpose.
The single-building university is fragmented and becomes part of
the public space. Different pavilions are littered in the city and
integrate with the existing context.
Each of them allows for a different use, guaranteeing every lecture
to be held in the proper environment.
As in a market the layout is not fixed. Stalls can be moved in order
to trigger the re-activation of abandoned and underused parts of
the city.
According to the trade rules the supply is shaped by the demand.
Students are free to browse the offer and select whatever appeals
to them at any time, allowing them to learn as effortlessly as they
take a coffee.
“What are you interested in? Go grab new ideas!”
TEAM: Riccardo Marchi, Politecnico di Milano
Riccardo Sforzi - TU Delft
NATIONALITY: Italian

Bringing education to a higher level
“Universe-city”

The current education system is often book-based and lacks a link
to the real world. Furthermore, there is a profound division between
vocational and theoretical education. This institutionalized
segregation is something the ‘Universe-city’ wants to get rid of.
The university of the future acts as a central hub for the city where
thinkers and makers, such as farmers and biological engineers,
work in close interaction with each other so that education
and society become intertwined. Meanwhile, the proximity of
different fields of education enhances the learning processes
and can lead to interesting collaborations. Here, knowledge is
not something acquired by studying the universal modalities in
a generic classroom but by participating and experimenting in
real-life situations.
In this place of inclusivity, egalitarian and mutual benefits come
to exist, manifested as a transparent, lively structure in a concrete
jungle. In a city where space is scarce and the spatial dispersion is
at its limits, the project takes the form of a monumental skyscraper.
Towering over the future city, it becomes a landmark in its existence.
TEAM: Gin Joen Yau, Helena Van Looveren, Ruben Vanvlasselaer KU Leuven
NATIONALITY: Belgian

Involve me and I’ll understand
There are about 7.53 billion people around the globe (2017), and
5 billion people now have a mobile phone connection, according
to GSMA data, and we can’t deny the effect of technology on
our daily life that’s why we need to use this technology in our
learning process to make it more efficient.
In the future. The classes will be empty. No chairs no white boards
nothing but clean white spaces with virtual devices and projection
systems that we can change according to the subject taught. The
students will be involved in the learning process and experience
everything inside the classroom. We need to develop new devices
and make it affordable for everyone in this world, so we don’t
have to build new schools and we don’t need to cut new trees to
make desks, all we need is few devices, couple of glasses and an
empty room.
TEAM: Mohammad Fares Whby - Damascus University, Faculty of
Architecture
NATIONALITY: Syrian

Campus 2.1
A possible future for the university campus
What will be the face of academic learning in the digital era and
massive urbanization? how can architecture
enable the integration of the academy into the metropolitan
fabric? the project try to rethink the ways
universities should adapt to the 21st century in terms of planning,
learning and infrastructure.
Today’s students are not like the students of twenty years ago, and
the format of learning has changed
completely. The university must respond to these changes. The
project’s concept is to use the academic
institution as a city planning tool: instead of being an ivory tower,
the university should return to the city,
merge with it, and empower its neighborhoods.
The new campus is no longer an isolated area with one use, but a
space that is integrated with the city’s
infrastructure - transportation, landscape, structural and social and constitutes another city layer that
enriches the urban space with mutual support. The project is based
on the future of the campuses and,
no less, on the future of urban life: the integration of the academic
campus into the metropolitan fabric,
changing the modes of learning and, accordingly, the redesign of
the campus.
TEAM: Amnon Direktor
NATIONALITY: Israeli

The Storyteller App
A vocal parser and narrative generator for different study courses.
A vocal parser and narrative generator for different study courses.
Since from ancient times, one of the most efficient tools to
improve learning has been its combination with narrative and
mythopoiesis. Times and needs have changed, but the principle
remains the same, so that nowadays too both single individuals
and big companies invest a lot on narrative-making, for selflearning but also for marketing reasons. Teaching and mentoring
figures profiles become enriched with new tools of narratology,
using allegories and figurative speech devices as a mean to raise
attention (and concepts retaining) through suspense and curiosity.
On demand learning is an already established reality, buy what
could happen if we combine it with timeless narrative power?
The answer is the Storyteller! A new text-to-speech application,
able to parse information from classic learning materials (books,
slides) and offer complete/personalized courses, camouflaged
as tales. You’ll be learning while having a recreational moment,
enjoying the pleasure of hearing a nice story and at the same time
learning more complex concepts, through simple comparisons
and figurative explanations. A statistic problem could become
a courage test requested from an evil witch to a brave prince,
in order to rescue a kidnapped princess. Why not? Unleash your
imagination and let it boost your learning super powers!
TEAM:Doriana Marasoiu, Antonio Fadda
NATIONALITY: Romania, Italia

Study Bubble
Introducing study bubble! A chewing-gum that stimulates different
parts of the brain to provide the adequate education needed.
This new university format work as the following:
- The chewing gum are categorized based on the major needed.
-Each lesson requires a certain part of the brain and therefore
each chewing gum pack is oriented to stimulate the part necessary
to acquire the knowledge needed.
-The shewing gum pack includes 6 gums and a small ship that
contains all the lessons. Each gum must be swallowed, it last a week
to be fully digested. (Gum intakes ideally should be on Monday)
-The gum will give small doses to stimulate the brain for a week
-Every academic year consist of 2 packs of gum
-The gum can be found at the university supplier store, or at the
contour in every library
-The ship can be plugged in any electronical device (ask the
supply for the human ship in advance if needed)
TEAM: Christian Sleiman -Holy Spirit University of Kaslik
NATIONALITY: Lebanese

DRAWING THE VOID
Fabricating the Pluriversity through the garden
Pluriversity, a space of epistemological and ontological questioning;
the discovery of alternative methods of knowledge and cultural
subjectivity production, made manifest through the projection of
diverse epistemic traditions.
A narrative speculated by parallax, the coming together of
various parts in stereoscopic moments of tension, posing a space
of question and interference relevant to the current mode of
entropy. An Armature within which a series of disaggregated
universal knowledge fragments are arranged programmatically
as a methodology for future speculations of Trans-, Inter- and
Pluri- versal knowledge production.
A process of abstraction and parallax in drawing the University,
re-imagines two Heterotopian `Gardens’; the Historic and the
Abandoned. Integrated by the parallax drawing machine, to
reveal geometric drawings of utopia ideals and their dissonance
over time.
The architectural production of knowledge is explored, as cultural
entropy, assimilated from various epistemological and ontological
practises. The garden typology becomes an armature following
configurations of parallax superimposition, revealing a momentary
stereoscopic master plan, providing an ideological framework of
dissonance, to be filled and ruined, as knowledge is reassigned
and re-imagined.
The architecture embodies a new ideological understanding, a
complex network of deepened and multiplied interactions, to be
imminently ruined and spatially disseminated over time.
TEAM: Jana van Dalen - University of Cape Town
NATIONALITY: South African

Universal Education
In the world where knowledge becomes more accessible through
platforms such as TED, SkillsShare and YouTube, we must question
the old school notion of learning/teaching through universities
and adapt to the today’s needs of the student.
Learning should not stop once we get our final certification. Our
life journey could be about self-improvement and adapting as
the demand arises. The strict ideology of studying set material,
in set place with set timescales, to receive a set degree, not to
mention the cost, limits the potential and defers people from
gaining further education.
The Universal Education is an ecosystem which brings knowledge
from around the world under one unified educational network.
The students are designated a Universal DigiTank (UDT), an
online database of their completed courses and professional
achievements. The learner has the freedom to pick and choose
exactly what to study, how fast to go through the material and
where. With a unique DigiTank of knowledge, skills and undertaken
work, the students will no longer be pigeon hold by the degrees
to stay in the specific fields. The time has come to adapt the
educational system to the needs of the student, rather than
restricting the student’s potential within system.
TEAM: Yevgen Gozhenko - Robert Gordon University
NATIONALITY: British

Stress-Free
(All in one)
Universities are known to be the place where you get your higher
education from. At the same time, students are not only asked
to learn, they are also asked to find a job, take responsibility,
socialize and be healthy. Having a strict educational program
causes a lot of problems when it comes to life style because you
are demanded with your time and is a leading cause for depression
and other mental problems.
so why not to offer all in one? a university where you can manage
your timetable by yourself. It’s the place where you can work, be
healthy, socialize and learn. The building provides students with
job opportunities, swimming passages and pools for keeping their
physical and emotional states healthy, and also an educational
system that contains capsules. These capsules work based on when
you order them and therefore will turn into projectors providing the
class that you want to attend at that specific time. this concept in
intended to provide students with a stress-free experience through
their higher education years.
Elderly are also welcomed in the building to share their experiences
while the youth benefit for that. This can develop a give-take
relationship between the two generations.
TEAM: Rasha ZenEddin - University of Nicosia
NATIONALITY: Syrian Cypriot

Homo Deus
Is this the end or just a new beginning?
As a consequence of the advancement in the digital area,
biotechnology, bioengineering and the easy access to information
and knowledge on the internet, the need for physical space for
learning becomes obsolete and useless. After 200 000 years
of existence of the modern form of human on Earth, the desire of
eternal life has been achieved due to the recent developments
in bioengineering, biotechnology and artificial intelligence. As a
result, the augmented human has been developed. A human that
is immortal and that possess all the knowledge in the world.
TEAM: Alexandra Maria Vitan - Polytechnic University of Timisoara,
Faculty of Architecture and Urbanism
NATIONALITY: Romanian

Firefly Project
For centuries University has been imprison between four walls;
learning was linked to a norm, a dull convention that also
implied to have enough means, only in disposal of a minority of
the population. Complete equality is difficult in a human world,
however transferring learning to a truly public experience may
mean something.
Benches are the most basic and universal elements of urban
furniture, places to pause and get lost in your own thoughts, they
become a constant part in the background of your life. A bench
generates activity in its surroundings: from your playful tender
years, through your teen meeting chats until you reach the age
when you enjoy the simplicity in staring people passing by.
This summarize the reasons why our revolutionary devices are
attached to them. Small lights floating in the air, anywhere in
the world, amplifying the reach of knowledge and education for
anyone willing to learn.
Fireflies are the seeds from which an alternative learning
scenography will flourish. A closely studied and complex
programme will favour both, professors’ teachings and individual
initiatives. Technology and human cooperation, working together
will transform urban space into The University.
TEAM: Nuria Pérez Cabrero - Sem Fernández Varela
NATIONALITY: Spanish

Playground for Learning University
Interest based interactive high-level education.
Welcome to Playground for Learning,
Our specially designed system of tunnels, that we call tunnels of
life, will take you on a revolutionary path of learning like you’ve
never seen before. Not only can you pursue a professional career
like any other University but also you can become a professional
in moral, ethics, citizenship, wildlife, or just about anything you
can think of.
To make things even simpler, we have developed a very userfriendly interface to help you create your unique learning
experience. A highly advanced array of sensors and cameras
determine exactly what you wish to learn, aided by a number of
interactive screens and virtual teachers which are at your disposal
at any given time and will guide you through the tunnels of life.
To start, please give us your age, nationality and a brief list of
interests. You can choose the virtual teacher that best suits you.
Last but not least please write a short paragraph describing what
do you expect to achieve with your journey.
All you need now is to start walking through the tunnels of life and
learn all the world has to offer.
The future is in your hands,
Playground of Learning University.
TEAM: Alexandra Hernandez, Luis Fondeur
NATIONALITY: Dominican (Dominican Republic).

Flying University
RECIPE
ingredients:
½ box of freshmen excitement (as an alternative curiosity,
feeling like every day is a first day minus the stress of the unknown
)
1 cup of motivation, passion, encouragement
2 sachets of travel, explore, discover
1 pinch of people net
Method
Prepare the big bowl, beat freshmen excitement with a cup of
motivation and passion, slowly add some encouragement. When
ingredients combine sprinkle two sachets of travel, explore and
discover (equal quantities). It’s quite a dry mixture, but don’t
worry - it’s meant to be a bit raw, so you can’t really go wrong!
Add a pinch… ups a bucket of people net. This is a group of like
minded people who are willing to share and exchange knowledge
(Actually, the more the better).
preheat oven to 200°C and wait
You should get a fresh, pale golden flying university. A game
platform that brings together excited humans who can share bites
of their wisdom. Using an online platform they collect the skills and
teach/learn themselves all around world. No age limit, no place
limit, couchsurfing your knowledge, take your time to discover.
University not as a place, but as a people, enjoy when still warm!
TEAM: Anna Szczepaniak, Agata Holdenmajer
NATIONALITY: Polish

The New Peripatetic Univers(e)ity
In a future where the mobility will be extremely rapid and
sustainable, humans will be able to move easily around the world,
among the worlds.
Peripatetic is a transliteration of the ancient Greek peripatêtikos,
which means “walking” and refers to the legend that Aristotle was
in the habit of teaching walking under the peripatoi (colonnade).
Inspired by his Peripatetic School and the first Latin meaning of
University as a “whole”, the University of the future is an itinerant
school, “universal”, where learning is strictly connected to the sense
of movement and hence of experience. Digitalisation belongs
to time, going forward, humanity will invest in direct human
interaction and experience as the main vehicles for education.
Everybody will directly experience the objects of their studies,
wherever they are.
Spatial qualities that can support and empower the process
of learning is not a question of shape, but of “what and who”.
Classrooms will be devices adapted to students and matters:
helping the focus on a single object (pyramids), children’s creativity
(colourful and modifiable spaces), improving the experience of
multiple objects (spiral classroom).
As microcosms, they will guarantee the experience in the Universe(ity), discovering, and maybe influencing, its dynamics and space
time dimensions.
TEAM: Valentina Peyronel, Valentina Simonetta
NATIONALITY: Italian

Publicademia
Equal access to knowledge as the precondition for human evolution
Neuroscience has recently highlighted the importance of the Limbic
System and the Hippocampus in the human brain, in the function
of memory and the acquirement of knowledge. Decoding the
function of other areas of the human brain, involved in processing
incoming information and the general synthesis/composition of
knowledge, has provided the scientific community with evidence
that with the use of implants (e.g. microchips) we can intervene
in the connection of neurons and boost the flow of data processed
by human brains.
Based on this evidence, we have designed a process of
future learning, away from fixed academic environments, big
amphitheaters and white classrooms. In particular, users of all
ages, statuses and backgrounds are provided with an implanted
brain microchip. In every public space they are coming across
educational devices, designed to stimulate their imagination and
provide them with information about everything (Science, Arts,
Literature et. al.). This process includes interaction with other users
and data downloading about the subject examined. Teamwork
and access to knowledge sources lead to the creation of new ideas,
which are then uploaded to the ‘Knowledge Cloud’, completing
the circle by distributing the updated knowledge database to the
users. The procedure described is continuously repeated.
TEAM: Athanasia Margariti - School of Architecture, Eftihia
Simoglaki - School of Medicine / Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
NATIONALITY: Greek

Learning as Sum of Images
Until a certain age, we look at things similar. We learn our whole
lives but choosing a profession affects our way of seeing. We see
people differently, our interests changes.
We don’t realize when it happens to us. This is not something wrong,
it makes us individuals Only the sum of this combined images is
an objective vision of reality. Every single one of those views is
valuable no more no less than the other.
If you are a doctor, waitress, painter or firefighter it is OK!
Now learn from each other.
TEAM: Eryk Szczepański, Dominika Ufnal
NATIONALITY: Polish

UNI-GO
A virtual world of knowledge
Get ready for an all-new University experience! UNI GO opens
a universe of knowledge to find, learn, exchange and research
on your brain device! With UNI GO, you’ll experience university
in a whole new dimension- the city is the campus! UNI GO uses
augmented reality to allow students to experience learning and
campus life in a more engaging and interactive way.
‘CATCH’ your knowledge
Courses are experience-based, in which students will be given
directions to go to designated UNI-stops around the city for
learning tasks. The locations and nature of learning may constantly
be changing, challenging students to equip themselves with
flexible skills to ‘catch’ the knowledge.
‘LEVEL UP’ with your schoolmates
Along your way of discovery, UNI GO provides a collective platform,
the ‘Campus’, for students to identify their fellow schoolmates
with AR and interact directly, through discussions, projects and
competitions, promoting multiple levels of learning.
CUSTOMIZE your course
UNI GO assess student’s ‘learning health’ through different
parameters and continuously adjust the course syllabus according
to their performance. The learning results are optimized with the
suitable time of learning, variety and portion of knowledge, social
engagements with constant evaluation, unlike conventional onefor-all courses and assessments.
TEAM: CHEUNG Yui MinG, LEUNG Verena SO Cheuk Ying Sharon
- University of Hong Kong
NATIONALITY: Hong Kong

Super Didactic City
Seeker of knowledge, welcome to a university not established in
ancient times, one which cannot boast about famous students.
Why should you put your trust in an institution like this one? It’s
simple: this is the first and only university of the future. Nothing
like this has ever existed before. We are in and of the city. From
the physical public infrastructure to the theoretical realm, the city
is always at the heart of the university. All the departments are
interlinked via the enormous endless infrastructure facilitating the
mobility of people and ideas. The platform works as a bridge
which is part of a web of structures that unfolds throughout all the
cities that host our universities.
We conceive the university as the most important public institution.
As an intrinsically public infrastructure, it is able to build strong
ties not only with the students, but also with the entire population
living in the city. Finally, as pertaining to the public domain, its aim
is to delete the differences and to overcome the existing barriers.
Through its yet discreet diffused presence, this urban dispositive
would create an endless flow inside and outside the city. It would
thus change its inhabitants’ way of living and experiencing the
urban space. Parallel to a more connected city, the neverending
platforms would represent a perpetual exchange of knowledge
and information that could overcome the obstacles that prevent a
virtuous relationship between the multiple cultural and educational
areas from taking place.
TEAM: Samuele Bertoni, Andrea Vittoria
NATIONALITY: Italian

Drinking Knowledge Pub
“A bottle of wine contains more philosophy than all the books in
the world”, said Louis Pasteur. How would it be if, each time you
have a drink, you could be learning something new? Our “Drinking
Knowledge Pub” wants to make this possible. Conceived to give the
comfort of a pub and the meditative atmosphere expected from a
library, DKP offers a great selection of soft and hard drinks, as well
as a complete library (both with paper and digital contents), so
that each time you get a drink you may choose as side a learning
content on the subject and argument that you prefer. Within its
warm walls, you may stay alone or with friends, combining the need
of recreation with something extremely precious as self-learning.
Let your mind be tempted from our House’s Specials or build by
yourself the best combination between drinking and learning
materials! Get ready - no matter what option or subject you may
prefer - to transform your hangout moments in productive and
enlightening learning sessions!
TEAM: Doriana Marasoiu, Antonio Fadda
NATIONALITY: Romanian, Italian

Past Forward
People cross borders.
It’s been that way ever since
borders crossed people.
Class of 2022:
Welcome one, welcome all, to the the past and the future. While
most of our competitors are dealing with questions of how and
why, we look at the notion of “where”. Where is the best place to
provide you with an institution that enriches your thinking? Where
will you be able to confront the unknown head-on, and learn from
those who are different, and yet, the same? Here is where.
It’s not about the courses that you take, or about the facilities that
you are in. It’s about the people that you meet. We do not build
walls, we break them. We believe that the inverse of discord, is
knowledge – knowledge within and without borders. Hence, in
a world so fraught with uncertainty, complexity, and dissent, we
hope to nurture an integrated society that is able to rebuild the
past and reinvent the future through a simultaneous unlearning
and relearning. Together, we shall redefine the edge between ‘us’
and ‘them’ – using a University in the truest sense of the word : “the
whole truth.” Let us show you what exists beyond the confines of
your minds and four walls.
TEAM: Aashti Miller
NATIONALITY: Indian

Artificial University
Human-powered research for a post-human age.
Before the singularity, our brains allowed us to reveal uncharted
knowledge. Within universities, we researched the ideas our brains
once postulated and harnessed computers to bring us closer to
the solutions. Since the orb has taken over, the matter in our heads
enslaves us. The artificial intelligence uses us as its personal data
mine; the sickening irony being our places in society have reversed.
Our pleas of mercy have only created a system of subservience,
where once every month we are required to plug into the orb and
carry out its calculations. I worry that one of these computations
will be our downfall. The only reason I am able to write to you now
is that to build computers as powerful as our brains, it would damn
this scorched earth to no chance of recovery. The human race
have become organic robots, enslaved from birth and doomed to
calculate their demise.
TEAM:Christian Ward - Plymouth University
NATIONALITY: British

SEA LVL
Our project is an image of changes.
/
Through a proposition of floating universities,
we would like to teach
and raise awareness about climate situation.
/
We can’t stop asking ourselves.
What will our future look like?
Maybe floating structures will be an answer?
/
We present the image of the future
and show what can happen
if we are disrespectful to the present.
/
“Sea level rise is caused primarily by two factors related to global
warming: the added water from melting ice sheets and glaciers
and the expansion of seawater as it warms. The change in sea
level since 1993 as observed by satellites : May 24 1993 + 4mm
/ July 13 2018 + 87,1mm.“
*Data source: Satellite sea level observations.
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
TEAM: Agnieszka Sukienniczak, Magdalena Baraniak
NATIONALITY: Poland

Against Architectural Standardization
operations at the school of architecture
Currently some universities face accelerated processes of
“expansion” and transformations, which has drastically affected
the way in which new buildings are designed, and the old ones
are remodeled.
This project takes place in the school of architecture at the University
of Costa Rica, a building that is currently being intervened.
As a result of such modifications, this project arises and suggests
working initially with some spaces located in the first level, since
all the academic population eventually converge on it.
In order to convert the first floor into an open space for discussion
and learning this idea works under three principles: expose the
student and professional projects developed in the school, foster
relationships between students of various levels and diversify
the offer of cultural activities within the building. Proposing an
environment where collective knowledge can be constantly built,
whether it is talking in a cafeteria, working with other colleagues,
listening to a musical presentation, establishing contact with
nature or visiting the exhibited work samples.
Therefore, this project is a manifestation against architectural
standardization, in this case, in learning spaces like universities
and pretend to show that a simple digital platform can improve
the design process, involving the ideas of professors and students.
TEAM: José Picado, Universidad de Costa Rica
NATIONALITY: Costa Rica

Vitae
The world is constantly changing.
Education system is changing along with it.
Students are one of the most flexible parts of the society and they
react to the changes in the world around them more quickly than
the rest of humanity.
Students change education.
The University is a living organism completely driven by students.
It instantly responds to any requirements, adapting its form and
content to their necessities as they occur. The university is in an
eternal state of growth and motion.
Everything can be moved and transformed in something new at
any moment.
TEAM: Vasiliy Borodinov,Vera Vakula, Alexandra Kachanova,
Polina Kachanova - MArchI
NATIONALITY: Russian

The Knowledge Sharing System
What if information was available at any given time, at any given
place?
Is it really necessary to go a specific place where we need to
acquire credits, and attend lessons so as to reach a certain
understanding of things? What if knowledge was available to all
and was provided by our immediate surroundings?
Water, our most priced ressource is wasted daily, and just as it is
wasted it travels for miles either all around us or underneath the
streets we walk on, while containing immensely rich information
about our lives, our city, our ecosystem, etc. Through the help
of a collector device, that would transform all this information
into knowledge, we would be able to learn so much more about
anything we might be interested in, going all the way back to
the origins of even the most mondain aspect of this world. This
device, would transfer the information into an interactive system
contained within a self-sufficient booth, that could be placed
anywhere all over the world.
This device would not only help us acquire knowledge more easily,
but it would also help our environment teach us what it already
shows us in a more direct and explicit way.
TEAM: Andrea Carolina Gruber Figarelli, Politecnico Di Milano,
Universidad Central De Venezuela
NATIONALITY: Venezuela

Hi, Master
In “Hi, master”, we picture a future university with a new system of
learning and teaching. The idea includes a chip connected to a
database where people put into things they can teach or want
to learn. When someone capable of teaching things you want to
learn is nearby, the chip will beep and lead you there. Likewise,
others will come to you when it turns on . In conclusion, the world is
one giant university in which everyone, of all age , region, or race
, can teach and learn.
The chip can be put into everything one carries :watch, necklace
or even hair, making it possible to study anytime and anywhere.
The functional image tells a story: a young man, confused at first,
travels around to find what he truly loves, and eventually devotes
his life to a traditional Chinese instrument. The story demonstrates
the possibilities the device brings about: making friends , learning
by your own hands instead of textbooks, changing your major
as you like, passing down endangered traditional crafts, even
promoting cultural communication transnationally.
In short ,we hope this device will break the barriers that confine
the diffusion of knowledge and make the world better.
TEAM: JiangYan Chen, XingYi Chen, JiaYi Geng, XieSiyuan
Shu - Huang Zhong University of Science and Technology
NATIONALITY: China

The essence of return
It is aware that universities in emerging and peripheral countries,
despite as much it tries to be a social construction space and
dissemination of knowledge, ends up not finding inaccessible and/
or democratic ways, which leads in an irreparable gap. In that
context, it is more suitable, thinking in the essence of universities;
the knowledge, and its basis instrument; the class. Therefore, to
envision new statutes, modes, presences that are in fact universal
and democratic. A class allows, says Deleuze, to put a subject in
movement ... now! Nothing more contrary of a movement than the
university, just like today. It has bosses, managers, administrators,
judges, etc. A movement has bifurcations, drifts, vanishing points.
The essence of return is therefore, not drawing a university in
movement, but draw the movement. It is therefore, to rescue a
confidence in the encounter, the affectation, in needs of the
student and other. It is important to be on the lookout for meetings,
with an idea, a work, a color ... outside, in another context, more
open, in the world, in the favela. The essence of return is therefore,
displacement, reoccupation, return to the essence of contact,
speech, exchange, encounter. Moving while operation: being out,
being present around the world; bifurcation and drift as action:
mental and physical openness to doubt, to possibilities; contact
and affectation as an end: to touch and feel touched by the other,
omnipresent and universal knowledge, lurking, waiting. In spite of
all the unlearning, the strength of the encounter, the lurking, the
matter in movement.
TEAM: Erick Mizushima, Gabrielle Frigotto Ramos, Gihad Abdalla
El Khouri - AQ+Ø arquitetura
NATIONALITY: Brazilian

Pocket Knowledge
Why can I easily remember a Pokémon, but have to dig in my
memory to remember what Charles Darwin was all about?
Studies show that games enhance learning through visualisation,
experimentation, and creativity of play.
Pocket knowledge is a card-gathering game, which through
interactive learning and a tactile experience strive to create a
self-educational community where learning becomes engaging
and addictive.
The rules of the game are simple. You shuffle your deck and swap
with your opponent. Each player has 20 Knowledge Points - if you
reach 0 you lose. The decks consist of theory/event cards and
figure cards. Theory/event cards are the energy cards you use to
attack your opponent and figures are the ones you attack with.
All cards are colored according to its faculty.
To access your cards you must know your deck well, each round
your opponent draws one of your cards and mentions it. Then
you must tell the access quote to be able to use the card. Some
figures can block so you won’t lose knowledge points. This makes
some games long, complex and fun - others short and painful. In
the end - the better you know your cards the better chances are
of winning.
TEAM: Peter Allan Klode Gustafson, Aarhus School of Architecture
NATIONALITY: Denmark

MUSH-ROOMS
POP-UP BOX CLASSES
Knowledge and ideas can not be limited by borders, neither
education.
The Pop-up classes are in constant connection with the other
pop-up classes around the world through the screens in the box,
in an effort to share and improve ideas, spark arguments about
various topics and generate knowledge. The pop-up classes
give oppurtunity to nomadic education where the emphasize is
on change: The space changes, the location changes, the topic
changes, the people change.
Pop-up classes are temporary spaces, which only promise to stay
in one location for the duration (in terms of academic term) of
the given course. By changing the location of the box, knowledge
can move around to find different people for the next academic
term. Knowledge should be accessible, therefore the location of
the knowledge should be more accessible.
By appearing in a location which is well-known by the citizens,
pop-op boxes will outstand in the everyday life and will gain
attention from the inhabitats of the city. They will welcome them
to be a part of the knowledge through the membrane screens of
the box, and encourage them to follow knowledge by registering
to courses in the next term, somewhere else.
TEAM: Nergis Aşar -Istanbul Technical University, Department
of Landscape Architecture , Oktay Metin - Marmara University,
Institute of Fine Arts
NATIONALITY: Turkish

Solis Doctrina
Earth Year 2311 | Martian Year 100
LEARNING occurs when an experience causes your knowledge
and behavior to change. The extreme example of LEARNING,
then, is the re-acclimation from one planet to another. The journey
from Earth to Mars is 300 days. Advances in space travel haven’t
resulted in light speed transport safe for humans. For the first 100
years of Martian expansion, delegations from Earth have sent the
most qualified teams in order to ensure mission success. With a
small colony established on Mars that can provide a new home,
a lottery system has granted a crew of un-trained individuals the
first voyage onboard the ”Solis Doctrina.” Outfitted with modules
containing laboratories and studios, this new series of spacecraft
utilizes travel to educate the future populace of Mars.
Upon entry into Martian orbit, the newly educated pilots will load
into the education modules and transport to the Martian surface,
bringing their experimentations, laboratories, and knowledge
with them. The remainder of the Solis Doctrina returns to bases
on Earth’s Moon to pick-up new learning modules and a cohort of
students.
Once on Mars each astronaut will make choices based on the
experiences gained from the Solis Doctrina. These choices will
either procreate life or lead to extinction.
TEAM: Nohelly Jaime; James Mackey; Joseph Montalbano; Alex
Raymond - studiotrope Design Collective
NATIONALITY: USA

Entangled
A Threshold Architecture for the Creative Campus
The project suggests an extrovert architectural nature, more joyful
and ecstatic, with a looser, more open framework that stimulates
the spaces within us. An arts centre by its very nature allows for a
whimsical freedom to approach the architecture as an artwork;
the curvilinear gives rise to a poetry that influences life and
transforms the university through an explicit spatial dimension,
generating form innate to the concept.
The design accommodates ideas, relations and blended conditions
to create an experiential space, acting as a precinct typology that
functionally suspends the parallel dynamics of fluidity and rigidity
to facilitate evolution and growth. Culturality is continuously disentangled and re-entangled through the medium of creativity
towards generating a vibrant intercultural interchange.
The design intention is a move towards finding a renewed and
revitalized vocabulary for human life in the city, simultaneously
evolving through democratic, scientific, and artful aspects.
The successful integration of mutually evolving societies begins
where differing idioms are laminated into a threshold architecture.
This does not represent a compromise, inherent to our uncertainties,
but as a dynamic ecological logic within our differences and
reciprocation of ideas emanating from the rich capital, from
which our architecture could begin to reinvigorate its educational
paradigm.
TEAM: Adrian Burgerhoff, Nadiyah Burgerhoff - SAOTA
NATIONALITY: South African

Make it your…
Everything!
I consider learning to be unconfinable to a building or physical
structure. In every word heard or spoken, every thought and sight
we are consciously or unconsciously learning.
Here is not a building to define the next type of learning facility,
rather an attempt to define a completely new society married to
learning in every part of our experience as human beings.
Our Church:
We are still struggling to find meaning in a world performing a
balancing act between ancient spirituality and modern science which seems to be missing the convincing monumentality and
captivating unity of religious systems to give birth to a meaningful
spiritual life itself.
Our State:
We miss an active and direct engagement in our political life, a
reliable apparatus to change what we consider wrong. Political
confusion and populism are on the rise and democracy could undoubtedly use more expertise in its debates and decision-making.
Our Self:
We focus more on building an online personality showing the
better fragments of our life than we focus on understanding who
we are. While chasing short term pleasures we lose interest in
understanding the beautiful architecture of our own consciousness.
TEAM: Moritzm Hahn - University of Applied Sciences, Würzburg
NATIONALITY: German

MAZE
University that is:
A MAZE.
About finding your own way
Infinite
Diverse
A journey for life
University that has:
No time
No professors
No limitations
No end
This space is designed for true learning and self-searching. The
MAZE is a higher educational space created by a vision that
LEARNING should be about finding yourself, finding your own way.
The MAZE achieves a careful balance between the individual
experience and the collective learning. It takes you through a
personal journey that is enriched by different layers of encounters
-- from analog style books and libraries to natural spaces to hightech assisted galleries. In the midst of being lost, the paths become
your own guidance, and the open spaces allow for interactions
with the diverse other learners you will meet in your way. Through
others, you will NOT be instructed but be inspired and informed.
Variations of circular spaces represent and allow for infinite search
for knowledge you desire. After all, education should be endless,
a never-ending journey towards knowledge and improvement.
TEAM: Sunho (Tim) Kim - Cornell University, Ji Yoon (Kelly) Lee Columbia University in the City of New York)
NATIONALITY: Republic of Korea

Looking Glass
The world through an academic lens.
“When are we going to be using this in real life?”
The Looking Glass allows for the university students to go through
their daily lives immersed in the subject(s) of their choosing.
Learning is not simply confined to textbooks, slideshows, or
classrooms but found everywhere in the most ordinary of things.
Different students may find different information highlighted while
looking at the same object, based on their choice of subject. It’s
all a matter of perspective. Put on the Looking Glass and see how
your education is applied everywhere around you.
TEAM: Erin (Seo Yoon) Jeong - University of Toronto
NATIONALITY: South Korean

archEatable
A journey through architecture and “Haute Pâtisserie”
archEatable is a university course designed with a unique and
non-conventional academic approach to teaching architecture.
12 students were asked to design edible works of art supported
in the use of architectural concept design processes, specific
software like Rhinoceros & Grasshopper and in machinery for
digital fabrication like 3d printers and laser cutters. Once they
had the physical prototype made they manufactured food grade
silicone molds in order to make the final edible works of art .
Seeking to promote trans and inter-disciplinarity at both professional
and university level, the course had several external components.
First, students established a collaboration with professional pastry
chefs. They worked together at the chef’s off campus facilities to
learn which techniques were more suitable to make the cakes
come true. At university level, the course took on board students
of the School of Communication who were documenting all this
journey. Finally, students presented the results in an event open to
all the industry, academics and students in Dubai Design District.
The course aimed to explore the borders of teaching in architecture
through a non-conventional methodology which question the
standards on how to educate future architects today. It introduced
the students to crossed professional collaborations, to innovation
and research, and to a guided trial-and-error ideation and
fabrication process with unpredictable but certainly stimulating
results.
TEAM: Jose Antonio Carrillo Andrada - American University in
Dubai
NATIONALITY: Spanish

BUILDINGS’ FREE TIME
Thousands of universities in your pocket! Download the app, choose
a building and create your own university in it. Or become a
student and choose a lecture by your taste. How does it work?
Have you noticed that most of the buildings are monofunctional
and not “full-time working”? The theater is open just several days a
week. The school is empty for several months. We are adding these
buildings to the base. So people can use the BUILDINGS’ FREE TIME
for education. Therefore, anyone can become a speaker, work in
a team or listen to a lecture. The availability of Wi-Fi, projector,
etc. depends on the rating of the building. The professional level
of the teacher depends on the teacher’s rating. Enjoy and don’t
forget to rate!
TEAM: Marharyta Hohun - Os&Partners, Nataliia Bortnik - KNUCA,
Sveta Konoplyova - Os&Partners
NATIONALITY: Ukraine

Simulacrum: Big Data UniverCity
In the age of academic inflation and devaluation of higher
education, Simulacrum explores new ways of knowledge
consumption and production. It is a fair of experiences that
produces fluid intelligence. There, knowledge turns into a ceaseless
landscape of architecture.
Simulacrum replicates real-life and creates imaginary challenges.
The learning becomes a game with an individualized script. Each
script has its own reality that plays in an adaptable physical
space. Inside Simulacrum, the walls rise and fall; the floor changes
its topography. The pumps and engines work non-stop adjusting
spaces to the imaginary worlds of educational game. The
computers process virtual realms. A student travels through the
spaces alone but their path intersects with those of others creating
common ground for collaboration. The end of the final challenge
means two things: the student failed to advance or dived into the
eternal knowledge that can elevate them over competitors in the
outside world.
BEGIN
ENTER “Preparation Cell”
INSTALL “Wearable AR Enabler”
BEGIN education
IF education challenge N+X = true THEN
ENTER “Ether”
ELSE
BEGIN education challenge N
			
DO WHILE education challenge N = false
IF education challenge N = true THEN
LET education challenge N = true
END IF
LOOP
END IF
END
TEAM: Artem Sukhoplyuev, Polina Kulagina, Anna Misharina,
Keith Chung - Studio CRIT
NATIONALITY: Russia, USA

knowLEDge
Public infrastructure for holistic learning
				
Dear Student,
Welcome to knowLEDge!
knowLEDge is the first public learning infrastructure worldwide that
allows citizens to have access to a variety of spaces in which they
can study, work, start a business and have fun. Classrooms, offices,
coffees and co-working spaces cohabit to give a holistic learning
environment while contemplating city views from the endless
boundaries of the system. Lighting up our cities, our trademark
LED wall display façade projects real-time gradients of colorcoded topics, that portrait the citizens’ behavior while consuming
digital content from the internet wherever they might be.
Throughout the day, the gradients change according to people’s
interests. From dawn to dusk, the city atmosphere tints itself with
the color assigned to the trendiest topic: A distinctive identity
each day. Each of the build knowLEDge infrastructures powered
by solar energy, has unveiled and materialized with color some
particular interests from capital cities around the world: London
in Cooking, Montreal in Art, and Bogotá in Mental Health, among
others.
knowLEDge becomes a pivotal tool that provides different settings
to learn, and could help to raise awareness about the overlooked
topics that people study outside an academic environment.
Individually we learn, but knowLEDge gives us collective identity.
TEAM: Ivan Felipe Lizcano Rivera
NATIONALITY: Colombian

CIUDAD LIBERTAD HAVANA
An autonomous space of education
Ciudad Libertad questions the value of autocratic education in
an evermore connected yet atomized world. The socialist island
of Cuba presents a unique socio-political condition clearly
highlighting the disjunction between a traditional ‘good’ education
and a fulfilled, contented life.
Here, an authority enforces a rigid set of teachings. This regimented
approach, coupled with limited access to information and global
connections, doesn’t conduce the free-thought and lateral thinking
required to become self-determined.
Welcome to Cuidad Libertad, a platform for learning though freethinking and experimentation. Assuming a level of autonomy from
the State, it is a place of connectivity, with uninhibited access
to the internet and secure servers to build autonomous digitalarchives.
Reflections upon the implications and paradoxes of Autonomy,
spawned the design of a space that enables fluid, autonomous
groups to emerge at multiple scales. Autonomous nodes are spread
over a large flexible site within which clusters of differentiated
spaces are scattered around a circulation-cores of communal
facilities. Secondary circulation allows the circumvention of the
central cores thus bypassing dominant power. The physicality
provides enough structure to avoid anarchy with enough flexibility
for creative, co-dependant, adaptive autonomies.
A step toward more connectivity and freedom in learning. An
architecture of Autonomy.
TEAM: Tom Joseph - The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts
NATIONALITY: British

Rural Satellites
Traditionally universities are located in an urban context. Rising
rent prices and continually increasing demand for housing in
larger cities all over the world make it more and more difficult for
students to find accommodation.
At the same time rural areas struggle with depopulation and
vacancy, because they cannot offer the same infrastructure as
cities do – including facilities of higher education.
Advances in modern technology now make it possible to study
at centrally located universities, while enjoying the pleasures of
living in a natural environment.
This project shows an exemplary scheme for the greater area of
Brandenburg, where students could cheaply live, while attending
university programs based in central Berlin. The scheme however
is designed to be applicable to any rural area around a central
university city.
Only a minimal modification is necessary: A tube added to the
home makes drone deliveries effortless. The first drop contains
a home kit for lectures and research. Afterwards books ordered
online from the library can be sent via airway straight to the
student’s home. Autonomous vehicles meanwhile provide mobile
laboratories, supply shops, and study rooms for the students to
physically meet and exchange knowledge, adding a vital part of
the university experience.
TEAM: Rosanna + Just, Alexandr + Minkin - Studio Junktion
NATIONALITY: German

FUN-ITURE
Digitalization of education like MOOC helps everyone to consume
different knowledge anywhere. However, learning is more than
just consumption. People need a physical tool to interact with
others and produce knowledge.
FUN-ITURE is stackable furniture for the people to curate any
public space into different size of classrooms. The basic unit is
a chair-height furniture frame that is easy to carry around. It
is composed of a minimized steel frame to structurally support
assembly system, wood table top, and other replaceable parts.
The assembly of it reaches the height of the table by stacking
two of the basic units and further becomes stairs and auditoriums
by further arrangements. This lets people customize the learning
space based on their own needs.
FUN-ITURE promotes the spontaneous activity of learning. Anyone
can simply start with arranging a stool or desk for watching a
TED video. Then another one may connect another unit to start a
conversation. A group of people can join and create a discussion
with the auditorium-like arrangement. Later the units can be
redistributed into smaller groups to write, draw, and photograph
different forms of knowledge. It is the pure fun of creating one’s
own space that motivates people to go beyond digital education.
TEAM: Daye Kim, Kiwon Jeon - Seoul National University
NATIONALITY: South Korea

Floating Links
The future of learning is up in the air
What good is a university when education is moving online? When
students can learn everything from product design to data science
on Udemy or Coursera the old brick-and-mortar university seems
to be left without a purpose. Or not.
Floating links seeks to foster the interactions, debates and the
teamwork that massive open online courses could not successfully
replicate. This hovering machine with a complex learning
infrastructure picks up people from around the world. In this hop on
hop off cluster of knowledge students dwell, develop and perform
together in a holistic environment.
Public spaces that facilitate synergy and cooperation are
intertwined with smaller, private spaces that aim to preserve the
emergence of original ideas, that are then put to challenge.
The social aspect seems to be the only feature of traditional
education that is still relevant in this digital age.
The university
of the future is interdisciplinary and cross - platform. Floating links
takes students to uncanny, but also familiar places in a continuous
frenzy of intellectual interactions.
TEAM: Victor Eduard Serbanescu - UAUIM Bucharest
NATIONALITY: Romanian

UniverCITY
The increasing digitalization of education is set to critically
redefine higher learning. However,
rather than examine a university’s media and methods, this project
seeks to catalyze a university’s infrastructure, or milieu. Often
operating at the scale of a neighborhood, universities can be an
incredible waste of space when classes are not in session. And even
when they are, their building density is poor—often luxuriating in
vast campuses across large areas. In the age of climate change
where population is set to reach 9 billion by 2050, universities
have an opportunity to use one of their most significant assets—
space—and flexibly redensify for an increased population while
serving as a model of socio-ecological sustainability. UniverCITY
therefore deploys nine thousand repurposed shipping containers
within an existing, 1.6km2 campus to serve as a case study on the
feasibility of urban redensification. The containers act as a datum
that reorganize a new grid system optimized for pedestrians—
deprioritizing vehicles and ignoring parking lots. Additionally,
UniverCITY encourages students, faculty and staff to more
communally live amongst its educational buildings rather than
commute, and ultimately extend knowledge sharing dynamics
beyond the classroom to an entire city—affordably innovating on
spatial opportunities.
TEAM:
Alberto de Salvatierra,David
Pasqualotto,Kyle Saca - PROXIIMA
NATIONALITY: Mexican/American, Americans

Dougla,

Carley

UNBOUND
Where experience is knowledge
“Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I
learn.” Benjamin Franklin
The UNBOUND concept dematerializes classical learning
environment. Traditional classrooms are replaced by high-tech
spherical spaces that produce digital images and objects that
users can interact with. Each person using the space is seen as a
singularity that by sharing knowledge, expands the infinite plane
of digital knowledge base.
A space is fully customizable, and thus user-created where every
visitor can use digital tools to shape and create new worlds
for other users to explore. By doing so a concepts of teacher
and student no longer differ. The unbound space allows for all
senses to be activated, focusing on experience as a learning
medium. A virtually created university allows for users to access
the space from any time and place, erasing the existence of
physical boundaries. Furthermore, the UNBOUND is open for all
ages, emphasizing the idea that it is never too early and never
too late to expand the learning horizon. A final result is a lifelasting experience and a virtual space waiting to be explored
over and over again.
We invite you to relax, immerge yourself, experience and expand
the space unbound.
TEAM: Kristijan Dapcevic - Politecnico di Milano, Savo Radovic,
Faculty of Architecture - University of Montenegro
NATIONALITY: Montenegrin

Bookworm Academia
A place for you to LEARN while you EAT
Does LEARNING stops when you graduated from school?
We believe the purpose of education is to light curiosity and
enhance our passion to learn, teaching e skills to ask questions
and explore answers, beyond one-way knowledge transmission.
Pursuing a continuously learning after graduation sometimes comes
with great cost and sacrifice of time, which is holding people
back. That is where Bookworm Academia comes in handy and
serve as an alternative life-long learning option.
Bookworm Academia promotes a new form of learning culture
which you LEARN while you EAT.
We believe by combining the two activities might fits the fastpaced living mode of modern society yet providing an easy and
enjoyable learning experience.
Bookworm Academia is a chain brand which you may find one just
around your corner. It opens 24 to 7, an option for your private
breakfast learning session, lunchtime mini-lecture or dinner
discussion group. Multiple courses (and food) are served with
multiple scale of rooms for different learning activities.
Come and enjoy the food for your stomach and your brain.
(Reservations recommended on weekends)
TEAM: Marco, Leung YinSing
Brian, Mok YingLim
Dickson, Ma TseWa
NATIONALITY: Hong Kong

Globe Nodes
Here for Humankind
Just a few years in the future…
The world’s increasing fascination with technology has resulted in
a screen-based society where all learning and communication
happens solely online. Traditional university campuses have
become obsolete. Efficiency is favoured over human interaction.
Informal skills and social development have been drastically
overlooked, and most of society has completely forgotten how to
communicate without the aid of technology.
Globe Nodes have been implemented worldwide as a final effort
by the United Nations to cease the imminent doom of humankind’s
evolution into robots.
Globe Nodes are a series of floating modules that reject technology
in order to promote human interaction and social development.
Stimulating soft skills and informal communication proficiencies
previously learnt during the early years of school, students journey
on the Globe Nodes for one year after completing high school.
Using the ocean as means of transportation, the modules voyage
around the globe linking together with modules from other
countries, encouraging students to gain a genuine knowledge
of other cultures as well as form lifelong bonds with people all
around the globe, foregoing assumptions and stereotypes. This
development of interpersonal skills plays a critical role in the
evolution of humankind.
TEAM: Cassia Ward
NATIONALITY: Canadian Citizen / Australian Resident

